
ART COMPARE AND CONTRAST

Inside: Use these techniques artwork examples to compare and contrast art in your classroom. Art comparison help
students see the art in a.

This is an important first step as you prepare to write an effective essay that covers multiple main issues
covered in class. Tell of the artwork's composition, arrangement, and visual construction. Compare Contrast
Two Paintings Essay Words 2 Pages Explain how the perspective, technique, and compositional features of
each painting help create contrasting rhetorical effects. Does the painting seem realistic or expressionistic? Are
there recognizable images? Additionally, you should include their use of mediums and how to they chose to
represent their subject. Be sure to discuss how each artist applied certain elements and principles of art, which
we have discussed during class. You can now see abstract like techniques even used incorporated onto album
covers. This movements name originated from a combination of emotional passion and self-denial. Does the
brush work look polished or messy? Give your essay a thesis and a clear, logical organization. For instance,
the chunk of layered pink on her lip creates a scowl and the heavily applied white on her nose helps it to seem
upright; a 'snobbish' upturn. On the floor I am more at ease. Art Histroy Questions for Visual Analysis What
point of view does the painting take toward its subject? Each painting is unique unto itself but they both have
many similarities and differences. I feel nearer, more part of the painting, since this way I can walk around it,
work from the four sides and literally be in the painting. Technique: What artistic techniques does the painting
display? Be sure and use precise directives in your question â€” review these good tips for definitions
associated with the verbs used in essay exams. They, together, allow our eyes to see images and our brain to
recognize those objects. It is also claimed that Pollock had realised that the journey towards him creating a
piece of artwork was just as if not more important than the work of art itself. There is a clarinet in each of the
paintings. Using Compare and Contrast to Teach Art History In this post, I focus on comparing works from
one period with art from the period that comes before. The influence of the landscape around Mont-Roig, in
southern Catalonia, can be seen University of Kentucky Courses in this area are hands-on courses that enable
students to present and critically evaluate competing interpretations through written and oral analysis. These
elements are to images as grammars are to languages. Even if you're not using this in the classrooom, it can be
fun to observe these two paintings and really look closely to see how the two artists have treated this subject
matter. Now, choose a few pieces of art that you like or are curious about â€” maybe you like the colors or the
theme of the piece. Gary Erbe's painting below right is titled "Take Five," and dates from  Is it sacred or
secular Cultural context, e. Does the painting seem Technique realistic or expressionistic? Colours such as the
orange, have been used to highlight her l Does it communicate a message? Both characters are half naked with
a cloth covering their lower bodies. Both of these compositions are painting. It is only after a sort of 'get
acquainted' period that I see what I have been about. Instruction: Complete the 3 paragraph art critique essay
following the next steps part 1 and 2 Part 1 ; Critical Process: Paragraph 1 and 2 Four steps of art criticism 1.
Nothing is of more importance than the Flowering orchard. Share this page via: Pablo Picasso, Three
Musicians,  Why did I choose these two pieces of art? In addition to the characteristics and elements listed in
Step 1 above, you might also consider using the following in your comparison list: Style of the piece, e.
Support your analysis by referring to specific details from each painting. How do the details of the painting
create a specific impression? SST Sebastian is fit and is being healed by a female angel. It is written in the first
person an Italian Duke.


